Observe the position of the puppy in each picture, and check the appropriate option.

1) □ left
□ right

2) □ left
□ right

3) □ left
□ right

4) □ left
□ right

5) □ left
□ right

6) □ left
□ right

7) □ left
□ right

8) □ left
□ right
Observe the position of the puppy in each picture, and check the appropriate option.

1) [Image of puppy and apple] - [ ] left [ ] right
2) [Image of puppy and basket] - [ ] left [ ] right
3) [Image of puppy and handbag] - [ ] left [ ] right
4) [Image of puppy and duck] - [ ] left [ ] right
5) [Image of puppy and pitcher] - [ ] left [ ] right
6) [Image of puppy and globe] - [ ] left [ ] right
7) [Image of puppy and bowling pin] - [ ] left [ ] right
8) [Image of puppy and teddy bear] - [ ] left [ ] right